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- Understanding effects of banking sector concentration important for modeling banks
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● How do idiosyncratic shocks to a highly concentrated banking system affect aggregate lending volatility?

● US Call report data, banks are independent or part of BHC, can get acquired by BHC

● Loan growth function of aggregate, bank group, and idiosyncratic shocks (all iid, and vol constant over time and across banks)

● Acquisitions are used to tease out bank group specific shocks from aggregate shocks

● Estimate together with Herfindahl index gauges share of aggregate loan growth variance due to bank group specific shocks

● Similar point estimates across different specifications

● Thoughtfully and transparently addresses identification issues
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- Important question: how do shocks get disseminated across banks and amplified if banking sector is concentrated?
- Would be nice to get clarification on what are the driving forces
  1. Here loan supply growth function of exogenous shocks
  2. Disentangle shocks from decisions
  3. What’s here the conceptual difference between group specific shocks and aggregate shocks?
  4. How do shocks get transmitted from bank to bank within one group?
- A structural approach might be helpful to uncover economic forces
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What should we conclude:
- Focus only on aggregate shocks?
- Concentration does not matter?

- Is that true for other market participants and for other financial products (e.g. liquidity provision)

- Idiosyncratic shocks matter in bad times as long as banks are interconnected - connectiveness is not necessarily contained to the same bank holding company.
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Conclusion

- Nice paper! Very interesting and relevant questions
- If taken by face value BHC idiosyncratic shocks matters little for loan growth variation
- It’d be nice to parse out bank group specific shocks and understand economically what they do and how they affect banks
- Why not try a more structural approach to deal with the identification problems?